We address the problem of acquiring the ontological categories of unknown terms through implicit confirmation in dialogues. We develop an approach that makes implicit confirmation requests with an unknown term's predicted category. Our approach does not degrade user experience with repetitive explicit confirmations, but the system has difficulty determining if information in the confirmation request can be correctly acquired. To overcome this challenge, we propose a method for determining whether or not the predicted category is correct, which is included in an implicit confirmation request. Our method exploits multiple user responses to implicit confirmation requests containing the same ontological category. Experimental results revealed that the proposed method exhibited a higher precision rate for determining the correctly predicted categories than when only single user responses were considered.
Introduction
Much attention has recently been paid to non-task-oriented dialogue systems -or chatoriented dialogue systems-both in research (Higashinaka et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016) and in industry. In addition to pure chat-oriented systems, some task-oriented dialogue systems can engage in chat-oriented dialogues (Lee et al., 2009; Dingli and Scerri, 2013; Kobori et al., 2016; Papaioannou and Lemon, 2017) because such dialogues are expected to build rapport (Bickmore and Picard, 2005) between users and systems. For simplicity, we will call any system that can engage in chat-oriented dialogue a chatbot. Since an open-domain chatbot that always generates appropriate utterances is still difficult to build (Higashinaka et al., 2015) , we think it is worth building a closed-domain chatbot, which tries to continue dialogues in a specific domain.
One problem in building closed-domain chatbots is that, although they should preferably have comprehensive lexical knowledge in their domains, all the knowledge cannot realistically be prepared in advance. Therefore, we must consider the case where a user uses terms outside of the system's vocabulary 1 , i.e. terms that have ontological categories the system does not know. If the system can acquire the term's category during dialogues, it will be able to interact with users more naturally and the cost of expanding its knowledge base will be reduced.
We call the problem of acquiring the category of an unknown term lexical acquisition. If the system can predict the category of an unknown term, it can ask the user if it is correct (Otsuka et al., 2013; . However, repeating such explicit confirmation requests can degrade the user experience in chat-oriented dialogues 2 . We therefore need to find a way to enable chatbots to: (1) interact with the user naturally and (2) acquire lexical information. To solve this dilemma, we proposed an approach using implicit confirmation (Ono et al., 2016) , where the system makes a confirmation request about the predicted category and uses the user's response to decide if the category is correct or not. However, whether such an approach is really possible or not has not been well studied.
This paper proposes a method that utilizes im- Figure 1: Server-based system can confirm the same prediction with different users plicit confirmation dialogues from multiple users to increase the accuracy for determining if the predicted category is correct or not 3 . The system estimates the confidence score that the category prediction is correct from the responses of multiple users to the same implicit confirmation requests (Figure 1 : right). Our proposed method has the goal of improving the confidence score estimation by using implicit confirmation sub-dialogues with multiple users. Then the system can determine if it should add the lexical information to the system's knowledge. For a sub-task, we consider the problem of estimating how likely the predicted category is to be correct from implicit confirmation sub-dialogues with one user (Figure 1 : left).
It is reasonable to assume that the system can make confirmation requests about the same unknown term with different users because chatbots typically run on servers so they can share interaction logs for different users. Furthermore, it is difficult to ask a single user to respond to confirmation requests with the same predicted category many times, so collecting responses from multiple users is desirable. This paper is organized as follows. The problem settings and related work are discussed in the next two sections. Section 4 describes the proposed method to determine correct categories in implicit confirmation requests on the basis of multiple implicit confirmation sub-dialogues with different users. Sections 5 and 6 show the data collection by crowdsourcing and several results as preparation for the main experimental evaluation of the proposed method, which is detailed in Section 7. Section 8 concludes this paper and discusses future work. 3 We do not deal with multi-party dialogues but utilize the interaction logs of two-party dialogues with different users. 
Problem Setting
This section describes the problem we address in this paper in detail. We are building a closeddomain Japanese language chatbot targeting the food and restaurant domain, so we use examples in this domain throughout this paper. In this domain, the problem is to acquire the categories of foods that the system does not know. We assume that the system can identify a food name in the user's input even if it is not in the system's vocabulary by using methods such as named entity recognition (Mesnil et al., 2015) . Note that in this paper we also assume the category of an unknown term is predicted with an existing method (Otsuka et al., 2013; Ono et al., 2016) . We do not assume any ontological structure of foods. This paper focuses on deciding if the predicted category of unknown terms is correct or not in dialogues. To this end, methods for generating explicit confirmation have been proposed. Otsuka et al. (2013) proposed lexical acquisition methods that explicitly ask the user questions on the basis of category prediction results. For example, if the system does not know nasi goreng in the user input (denote as U1) in Figure 2 (a), the system predicts its category as Indonesian food and asks the user "Is nasi goreng Indonesian?" 4 We have proposed using implicit confirmation (Ono et al., 2016) . For example, S1 in Figure 3 (a) does not explicitly ask the user if the category of tempura soba is Japanese, but from U2, it is possible to determine the category is correct. As another example, in Figure 3 (b), the system can determine the predicted category is incorrect from U2.
Determining if the predicted category is correct or not in implicit confirmation, however, is not always easy. Since user responses to implicit confirmation requests can come in various forms, looking at just the linguistic expressions of the user responses is not enough. For example, in Figure 4 , the system incorrectly predicts the category Japanese food for Pandoro mentioned in U1 although it is Italian and generates an implicit confirmation request, S1. The user then talks about Japanese food to continue the dialogue (U2). In such cases, it is not simple to determine if the category is incorrect. If the system's determination is wrong, it might add incorrect information to its database. Thus, we need to find a way to accurately determine the correctness of the predicted categories through implicit confirmation.
Related Work
So far, several studies have addressed lexical acquisition in dialogues. Meng et al. (2004) and Takahashi et al. (2002) proposed methods for predicting the categories of unknown terms. They acquire coarse categories for unknown terms, which roughly correspond to named entity categories. Those categories can be acquired more easily than the more specific categories that we are trying to acquire. Holzapfel et al. (2008) proposed a method for a robot to acquire fine-grained categories for unknown terms by iteratively asking questions. We do not think this method is suitable for chatbots as it repeats explicit questions. Whereas a previous study tried to acquire relationships among domain-dependent entities in dialogues (Pappu and Rudnicky, 2014 ), here we focus on acquiring lexical information, which is required before such relations are obtained.
We address the problem of deciding if the content of an implicit confirmation request is correct or not. Some studies related to this problem have tried to classify affirmative and negative sentences by using rules or statistical methods. For example, de Marneffe et al. (2009) built rules for judging if a response to a yes/no question is affirmative or negative when it is not a simple "yes" or "no." Gokcen and de Marneffe (2015) investigated features for detecting disagreement in the corpus of arguments on the Web. In contrast, in this paper, we do not try to classify user responses into affirmative and negative ones but try to determine whether a category in an implicit confirmation request is correct or not. Furthermore, we utilize multiple sub-dialogues with different users.
Our method can be considered as an instance of implicitly supervised learning (Banerjee and Rudnicky, 2007; Komatani and Rudnicky, 2009) 
Determining Correct Categories Using Responses from Multiple Users
The purpose of our method is to prevent the system from learning incorrect categories for an unknown term by using multiple implicit confirmation subdialogues with different users. This is possible because our system is designed as a server-based dialogue system and can give implicit confirmation requests with the same predicted category to different users. The proposed method determines more accurately whether or not the predicted category in the implicit confirmation request is correct by exploiting multiple responses to them. Let p i (w, c) be the probability that a predicted category c of an unknown term w is correct after a single implicit confirmation request. The category can be predicted using surface information of the unknown term such as character n-gram and character types in Japanese (Otsuka et al., 2013) . The index i denotes the i-th response to implicit confirmation requests. Our goal here is to obtain a confidence score Conf (w , c) representing how likely category c of the unknown term w is to be correct on the basis of replies to implicit confirmation requests from n different users. We can then determine whether or not the system can add the pair of the unknown term w and category c into the system knowledge by setting a threshold for Conf (w , c). Figure 5 gives an overview of the proposed method. The steps below initially start with i = 1.
Procedure

Generate an implicit confirmation request
containing a predicted category c for user i after an unknown term w appears.
2. Obtain the probability p i (w, c) from the implicit confirmation sub-dialogue with user i. The probability can be obtained by machine learning that has features based on expressions from the user response and its context.
3. Extract features from p 1 (w, c), ..., p i (w, c) and calculate the confidence score Conf (w , c) that represents how likely the category c of the unknown term w is to be correct.
4. If Conf (w , c) exceeds a predetermined threshold, c is regarded as correct and is acquired as knowledge. Otherwise, increment i, go to Step 1, and generate one more implicit confirmation with c to another user after the unknown term w appears.
Obtaining Confidence Scores for Correct Categories
The problem of obtaining the confidence score Conf (w , c) can be formulated as a regression using probabilities of n user responses {p 1 (w, c), ..., p n (w, c)} as its input. Intuitively, the category c can be regarded as more likely to be correct when p i (w, c) with higher values are obtained more times. Table 1 lists the features used in this regression for when probabilities p i (w, c) are obtained n times. To use the same regression function when 
Figure 6: Schematic diagram of GUI used in crowdsourcing n increases, we design features that consist of a constant number even when n varies and that are derived from n responses to implicit confirmation requests with category c.
Data Collection via Crowdsourcing
We conducted experiments to verify if our method is effective. Although it would have been desirable to collect experimental data by incorporating our method into the chatbot we are developing and having it used by many people without giving any instructions, this would have required a huge amount of interactions to collect enough data to verify our method. We therefore collected user responses to implicit confirmation requests from 100 workers via crowdsourcing 5 . The data collection procedure consists of three steps: (1) a worker inputs an utterance containing a term specified on the interface at the crowdsourcing site, (2) the system generates an implicit confirmation request about the term, and (3) the worker fills in the response to the confirmation request. This procedure was repeated for 20 specified terms per worker. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the graphical user interface (GUI) used in the crowdsourcing. Note that it was actually in Japanese. The lines starting with "YOU" and "SYSTEM" denote the worker's and the system's utterances, respectively. At Step (1), the worker was asked to input an utterance that contains a term specified in Table 2 : Features for p i () with single user responses g1 U2 includes an expression affirmative to S1 g2 U2 includes an expression negative to S1 g3 U2 includes an expression correcting S1 g4 U1 and U2 contain the same word g5 U2 includes the category name used in S1 g6 U2 includes a category name not used in S1, excluding cases that fall under g3 g7 U2 includes a word preventing change of topic in S1 g8 U1 includes the category name used in S1 g9 U1 includes a category name not used in S1 g10 U1 includes any interrogative g11 U1 includes an expression corresponding to the category mentioned in S1
the uppermost part in Figure 6 . The worker was able to check the Wikipedia page for the specified term by following a link on the GUI. This was to prevent them from talking without understanding the term. We prepared 20 terms and their corresponding implicit confirmation requests used at Step (2): 10 had correct categories and the other 10 had incorrect categories. For example, for "shurasuko" (the Japanese rendering of churrasco), an implicit confirmation request with its correct category "meat dish 6 " is "Eating meat is fun, isn't it?" On the other hand, for "sangria," an implicit confirmation request with an incorrect category "yogashi 7 " is "Yogashi have a rich taste, don't they?" Furthermore, expressions of the implicit confirmation request were altered to make the confirmation request more natural when a worker's input was interrogative or negative.
We obtained 1,956 responses from 98 workers, half of which were responses to implicit confirmation requests with correct categories, and the other half were responses to those with incorrect ones. We removed data from two workers who just input only specified words or repeated the same sentences. We also removed four invalid inputs consisting of only spaces.
Preliminary Experiment with Single
User Responses Table 2 lists the features for estimating how likely the categories in system confirmations are to be correct. Here, U1 S1 and U2 respectively denote a user input, the implicit confirmation request by the system after U1, and the user response to the request. All feature values are binary; if the sentence for a feature is true, its value is 1, otherwise it is 0. These features were designed to represent differences in expressions of user responses to implicit confirmation requests with either a correct or incorrect category. We briefly explain some important features by using the examples below. A user often uses affirmative expressions when responding to an implicit confirmation request with a correct category. This is represented by Feature g1, for which 15 affirmative expressions in Japanese were used such as "Yes" and "That's right."
Features for Obtaining Probabilities with Single User Responses
When a category in an implicit confirmation request is correct, a user tends to continue with the same topic in U2 as in U1. In the example in Figure 3 (a) , the user continues with the same topic and uses the same term tempura soba in U1 and U2. This is represented by Feature g4.
When the system makes an implicit confirmation request on the basis of an incorrect category, users tend to feel the system has suddenly changed the topic. In this case, the user tries to return the topic in U2 to the original one in U1. An example is as follows.
U1: I like sangria with its fruity taste. S1: Yogashi have a rich taste, don't they? U2: I am talking about the alcoholic beverage.
In this example, the system generates an implicit confirmation with the incorrect category "yogashi" in S1 although the correct category of sangria is "alcoholic beverage." Then the user says that the topic is an alcoholic beverage and tries to return to the original topic. Here, another category name not used in S1 is included in U2. This is represented as Feature g6. For Feature g2, 17 negative expressions were used such as "is not [category name used in S1]" and "No." For Feature g3, six expressions such as "It is [category name not used in S1]" that tries to correct the system's previous confirmation request were used. Our system has 20 categories, and five more names such as "cheese" and "pasta" were used as category names for Features g6 and g9. Eighteen expressions including interrogatives were used for Feature g10. 
Classification Performance with Single User Responses
We conducted a preliminary experiment to classify responses to implicit confirmation requests with correct and incorrect categories. The data consists of the 1,956 responses and their contexts obtained by crowdsourcing as described in Section 5. We applied logistic regression to them with the features listed in Table 2 . We used the module in Weka (version 3.8.1) (Hall et al., 2009) as its implementation. The parameters were the default values. The classification was performed by setting a threshold to the obtained probability p i (w, c). The threshold was 0.5, which is also the default value of Weka. Evaluation was conducted with a 10-fold cross validation. We compared two feature sets: one consists of all 11 features listed in Table 2 and the other consists of Features g1 and g2 only. The latter corresponds to a baseline condition that only considers affirmative and negative expressions of U2 and does not consider any relationship with S1 and U1.
The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Table  3 shows confusion matrices of the raw outputs for the two feature sets. Table 4 summarizes the results as precision and recall rates and F-measures of the two categories (correct and incorrect) also for the two feature sets. The average-F scores, i.e. the arithmetic means of F-measures for the two categories, were 0.719 and 0.528 when all features and only g1 and g2 were used, respectively. This indicates that using the features representing context improves the classification more than using only the features obtained from U2.
We also performed feature selection to analyze which features were effective for the classification. More specifically, we performed the same experiments with all combinations of the 11 features, i.e., 2047(= 2 11 − 1) feature sets, and calculated their average-F scores. Table 5 lists top-10 feature sets sorted by the scores. "None" denotes the case when all the 11 features were used. First, the "None" condition was ranked second in the table, which shows that almost all features were effective for the classification. Next, when Feature g10 was removed, the F-value for the Incorrect category slightly improved and thus the average-F score also improved, as shown in the table. Because Feature g10 also appears in the table several times, Feature g10 was implied to be less helpful in this classification. On the other hand, the weight value for Feature g8 of the logistic regression function had the largest and positive value when Feature g10 was removed. This shows Feature g8 gave strong evidence and resulting p i (w, c) tended to be higher when Feature g8 was 1. This means that, when the common category name is included both in U1 and S1, the category included in S1 tended to be correct because the topic is not changed abruptly.
The results shown above indicate the classification performance was about 70% precision and recall rates on the basis of the user response and its context. However, we need higher precision because pairs of an unknown term and its predicted category will be added to the system knowledge, which must not contain errors. Thus, we have proposed a method using multiple user responses as described in Section 4, the effectiveness of which is verified in the following section.
Experimental Evaluation in Dialogues
with Multiple Users
Data Preparation
In this section, we explain how to prepare data for training and evaluating the regression function to obtain Conf (w , c). We performed the experiment in a perfectly open manner: no data were shared in training and test phases from the viewpoint of either workers or questions. More specifically, we had 98 (or 97) responses to implicit confirmation requests with 10 correct and 10 incorrect categories for making implicit confirmation requests, as explained in Section 5. Thus, we divided them into four disjointed groups, i.e., one group consists of 49 (or 48) workers with five correct and five incorrect categories. The data were generated using responses collected from multiple users. The responses are mutually independent because they are obtained by a server-based dialogue system, so they can be combined in an arbitrary order. Thus, when we have N responses to single implicit confirmation requests, we can generate ( N n ) patterns. In our experiment, N was 49 (or 48) in each group. Since the values of ( N n ) become very large, we set a cut-off value when generating the combination randomly. The value was set to 1, 000 when ( N n ) exceeds 1, 000. From this data combination, we obtained feature values listed in Table 1 with the reference values for every case. The reference value was set to either 1 or 0 depending on whether the category used in the implicit confirmation request was correct or not, respectively.
We then trained the regression function with each set of divided data of the four groups. We selected test data sets to be completely disjointed from each of the four data sets from the viewpoint of both workers and questions. We also used the logistic regression, which was implemented in Weka (version 3.8.1) (Hall et al., 2009) , with its default parameters. The results by the regression for the four test sets are used together and analyzed hereafter.
Performance of Regression with Multiple Responses
We first investigated if the performance was better when the system used multiple responses from users. The precision and recall rates were calculated by setting various thresholds to Conf (w , c) representing how likely a category c is to be correct for an unknown term w. Figure 7 depicts the precision and recall curves for n up to 8. It also shows a line indicating the breakeven points (BEPs), meaning the value where the two rates are equal. The BEP is used as a single point representing a precision and recall curve and to show how good the estimated confidence score is when n changes. Note that n = 1 corresponds to the case when only single responses were used for the regression.
The performance represented by the BEP values became better as n became larger. In particular, the BEP values of n ≥ 2 were larger than that of n = 1. This proves that the proposed method using multiple user responses more accurately determines whether the predicted category is correct or not.
We also performed feature selection by removing arbitrary features listed in Table 1 n ≤ 48). The result revealed the best performance in the case was obtained when we used only Features f3 and f4. One reason for this result was that the correlations among the features might be high. We still need to further investigate feature sets to obtain better Conf (w, c), which is future work.
Discussion on Reasonable Number of Responses
We discuss the relationship between the values of n and the performance of the regression function in more detail. Figure 7 shows that the performance represented by the BEP improved when n increased. On the other hand, cost will need to be incurred for increasing n, i.e., collecting responses from more human users. Thus, we investigate how much the performance of the regression function changed when n increased. We first investigated how the BEP values increased in accordance with n values. Figure 8 depicts the increases in the BEP values when n was incremented by 1. It shows the increases were large while n ≤ 5. This result indicates that it is worthwhile to ask more users implicit confirmation requests with predicted category c especially while n is small, to more accurately determine whether or not the category is correct. The figure also shows that the improvement mostly diminished, especially when n ≥ 10. This indicates that the effect by asking implicit confirmation requests to more human users shows diminishing returns as n increases from the viewpoint of the performance represented by the BEP.
We furthermore investigated recall rates when thresholds were set to Conf (w , c) so as to keep precision rates high. In our problem setting, high precision rates rather than high recall rates are re- quired to avoid incorrect information being mistakenly added to the system knowledge. Figure 7 also shows the precision rate approached 1 for n ≥ 5 by setting very large thresholds to Conf (w , c). These cases indicate that the system can be almost perfectly confident that the predicted category c is correct. The recall rates were low for such cases because the precision and recall rates are in a trade-off relationship. We investigated the recall rates for such cases when n increased. Figure 9 depicts the recall rates when we set very high threshold values for Conf (w , c) so that the precision rates become almost one, i.e., 1 − ϵ. Here, we set ϵ = 0.005 8 . First, the graph shows that the precision rate existed when n was 5 or more. For example, the recall rate for n = 5 was 0.175. This recall rate was rather low, but we think high precision rates should be prioritized over recall rates, even if some correct information is discarded at the current n. Second, the graph also shows that the recall rates increased with n. This means that, if the system asks more implicit confirmation requests with category c, more unknown terms the categories of which are c will be acquired with a sufficiently high precision rate.
Concluding Remarks
We have proposed a method to determine if the ontological category of an unknown term included in an implicit confirmation request is correct or not. Although responses to implicit confirmation requests seem to be insufficient for determining this, our method makes it effective by using the information on the context of the responses and exploiting responses from multiple users. Exper-imental results revealed that the proposed method exhibited higher performance than when only single user responses were used. We hope the performance will be improved with further feature engineering.
The proposed method is expected to enable a chatbot to acquire knowledge through dialogues without annoying users with repetitive simple explicit confirmation requests, while it can avoid acquiring wrong knowledge by achieving a high precision rate for determining the correctness of the knowledge.
We are planning to address several issues before deploying this method in a chatbot. Although we intuitively think implicit confirmation requests do not degrade users' impressions compared with repetitive explicit confirmation requests, we need to experimentally verify this by a user study. On the basis of its results, we will define a strategy of when to make implicit confirmation requests and when to make explicit confirmation requests. Despite these remaining issues, we believe that the experimental results presented in this paper are valuable in that they show the possibility of lexical acquisition through implicit confirmation.
